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Minutes 11th February 2020 
 

1. Attendees: J. Sives (Chair), Cllr C. John, Cllr D. Timson, J. Cunningham, V. Garrad, 

N. Gwynne F. Lynch, S. Markx, I. Masterton, S. McKenna, A. Pinkerton, J. Thomas, 

T. Foster (KCDT), M. Bathgate (KCDT) 

Apologies: Cllr D King, I Watt, S. Campbell 

 

2. Declaration of interest: IM noted that he would present information on the WLC IT Buddies 

scheme under AOB, and declared an interest with respect to any subsequent discussion. 

 

3. Approval of previous meeting’s minutes:  Two minor typos were noted.  As corrected, 

SMcK proposed approval.  AP seconded.  The Minutes were approved. 

 

4. Actions from previous meeting: 

Ongoing actions are as recorded elsewhere in these minutes.  Otherwise closed 

 

5. Councillors’ report: 

5.1 CJ advised that whilst Nicola Gill had responded to a request to discuss the changes to the bus 

service to Kirknewton and the wider West Lothian community, the scheduled meeting did not take 

place. 

5.2 CJ acknowledged that WLC were aware that a lack of drain clearance was resulting in increased 

occurrences of local flooding.  JT raised the point that at Leyden Road, increased farm and 

(possibly unauthorised) quarry works were exacerbating the problem. 

5.3 CJ advised that funding for twinning arrangements would shortly be decided, and advised KCC to 

expedite its application.  NG undertook to liaise with WLC to promote the KCC position, and noted 

that the next meetings with our Sailly-lez-Lannoy counterparts would be in the Spring / early 

Summer timescale. 

ACTION c/fwd:  – NG to provide details to CJ 

5.4 DT reported that discussions with the bus companies indicated that no changes to stops or pricing 

structure is contemplated.  Whilst this is an ongoing area of discussion, DT advised that there 

seemed little prospect of a positive response by either First Bus or Lothian Country.  JT asked who 

represents WLC’s 2.5% stake in Lothian Country at AGM and other meetings. 

5.5 SMcK queried the counsellors on progress towards a date for opening the Pavilion.  He also raised 

issues of repairs and energy use given that the building is not actually yet available for public use.  

JS responded that a meeting with WLC on this issue is scheduled for Monday 17th and would 

report back. 
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6. Planning Update 

6.1 It was noted that consent for the planning application for Camps Junction (1245/FUL/19) to which 

KCC had objected, has been refused. 

6.2 The CAA has rejected Edinburgh Airport’s application for “Stage 1” approval for the proposed 

reassignment of airspace. It was formally noted that Louise MacIntyre has not responded to issues 

raised, despite the undertaking on behalf of Edinburgh Airport. 

6.3 Applications for a Multi Arts Centre and the erection of a double garage within the KCC boundary 

area were deemed acceptable, and KCC would not make any representation to WLC. 

6.4 VG reported that discussions remain ongoing regarding the proposed revisions to the Kirknewton 

Conservation Area, particularly with respect to the revised boundary and to suggestions that the 

wooden houses be clad. 

6.5 VG noted that WLC had published papers on both transport infrastructure and intrusive lighting.  

These had been forwarded to all KCC members by IM.  JS emphasised the need for all KCC 

members to review any material published by WLC to ensure local views were taken onboard. 

6.6 JS noted that WLC were looking to plan ahead towards 2040.  The focus currently is on 

homelessness and the need for social housing.  All Community Councils are encouraged to input 

into this exercise. 

6.7 Further to recent submissions submitted to WLC under the name of KCC, JS emphaisised that 

representation from KCC must be properly discussed and authorised by the Council.  It was 

acknowledged that time constraints often preclude a full response, but a “holding letter” is 

appropriate.  

6.8 JS advised that no further communication had been received with respect to the Park And Ride. 

 

7. Treasurer’s Report 

7.1 JT stated there was nothing to report, other than to note the transfer of the electronic bank account 

access from IW to JT. 
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8. KCDT report 

8.1 SMcK introduced Maria Bathgate who has been employed by KCDT, as noted in January 

8.2 SMcK reported no further update to the Jencks project at the current time 

8.3 Work on progressing the development of the seven houses at Camps Junction continues.  As 

previously reported, a mortgage period of 40 years is anticipated, and is close to being agreed.  

KCDT is still seeking a lead builder with suitable experience in low-energy construction of this type. 

8.4 TF reported that Muir Homes intend to present proposals to build housing behind Kirknewton 

Primary School to a public meeting in April.  SMcK noted that the reduction in the Education 

Contribution from c £24k to c £3k for 2 bedroom and above housing was an undoubted incentive 

 

9. Town Centre Fund Project Update 

9.1 Amenity Area at the Park 

TF reported on a meeting with Becky Plunket to explore joint funding for the proposed amenity 

development adjacent to the Pavilion.  TF reiterated an outline of the proposed work and materials 

(eg, benches, tables etc) as reported to the Aug. 2019 KCC meeting. 

9.2 Town Centre Fund Submission 

There was a discussion on the merits of the KCC submission compared to other proposals.  JS 

noted that the KCC proposal was acceptable within the TCF guidelines and budget 

 

10. Community Council Review 

10.1 JS described the review process initiated by the Scottish Government, as interpreted by WLC in 

their suite of documents published online.  The Joint Forum of Community Councils in West 

Lothian is expected to play a significant part in this exercise.  A conference is planned in June to 

consolidate these ongoing discussions. 

 

11. Blueprint for a New Form of Local Decision Making and Democracy 

11.1 Alongside the above Community Council review, work is underway to revise the model for local 

decision making.  This is anticipated to include substantial changes to funding and block grant 

provision devolving these to the local level. The Scottish Government is keen to pursue this 

initiative.  JS explained that this is an ongoing exercise and a blueprint published by The Joint 

Forum in January outlines a roadmap towards the envisaged implementation.  Details were 

published in its last Newsletter. 

11.2 JS emphasised the importance of reading the blueprint and providing input to allow a collective 

view to be agreed.  TF recommended that there should be a discussion at Community Council 

level to facilitate this, and to engage with WLC to establish common objectives which would be 

compatible with the WLC position. 
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12. AOB 

12.1 JS Diary 

JS advised the meeting of his diary for the month in the context of KCC-related business. 

12.2 Litter Pick Up 

JS highlighted a planned litter pick-up on March 29th, and requested everyone make an effort to 

assist.  SMcK wondered if advising the respective sources of the litter of its detrimental impact 

might encourage a response to avoid negative feedback on social media. 

12.3 Burns Supper 

The Senior Citizens’ Burns Supper on 31st Jan was reported as having been a great success. 

12.4 Car Share 

Attention was drawn to a West Lothian car-share Facebook page, in the hope that some people 

might find this a useful way of mitigating the bus service changes. 

12.5 IT Buddies 

IM reported that The Kirknewton Inn had expressed an interest in running IT Buddy sessions, and 

that discussions were underway with The Inn and WLC Advice Shop to conduct a risk assessment.  

IM explained the IT Buddies scheme, declaring an interest in the event of further discussion.  

There was widespread interest around the table, including comments that The Inn might not suit 

everyone as a venue.  TF suggested that sessions could also be run in the Green Room. 

ACTION:  – IM to liaise with The Advice Shop. 

 

 

 

13. Next Meeting 

The next meeting is on 10th March 2020 at 18.45 

 

 

The Chair concluded the meeting with thanks to all who had taken part. 


